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Architectural NarraƟve

building during the day and an evening sparkle from the outside from the lights within.

Correla on of movement, sound and excitement from the user groups translated into a thema c
concept of “water in mo on”.

Since the gallery space needs a moderated natural light, clerestory windows were introduced above
the gallery wall. The clerestory and the deep overhang of the metal roof over the gallery achieves
the desired purpose.

With the theme in place, the design team explored conceptual mo fs such as dripping rain or trickling water for sound, the sparkle of sun as it hits droplets or bounces oﬀ of rippling streams and the
flowing dynamics of fluid mo on for movement.
The concept of crea ng sta c movement in the architecture also led to the prac cal realiza on that
there are two primary views of the architecture: The first view is from 7800 South and the second is
from Veterans Park. The view from 7800 South is the formal “front door” and the view from Veteran’s Park, although secondary, is equally necessary as the approach to the building from the parking
area. In order to address both, the design team created a singular, focused entry on the west side
that would not only accommodate the importance of each approach, but also allow for a processional event that provides an opportunity for the patron to enjoy the landscape, the water feature
and the sculptures as they are directed into the gallery space and the entrance to the theater.
The basic building materials are single score concrete masonry units (CMU), honed and of varying
colors, steel structure, concrete founda ons and a large ba en metal roof.
The exposed CMU walls have a grada on of color from dark to light with intermediate blocks of the
diﬀerent colors in order to achieve an eﬀect of water movement.
The texture of the gallery and toilet room exterior walls are board-formed concrete.
The metal roof over the gallery and porch has large ba ens that transform to metal tubes that cascade oﬀ the end of the roof in varying heights with a singular light fixture at each end. The tube secon also runs up the walls in varying heights and again ends with a display of light.
The exterior walls whether CMU or concrete will have a con nuous layer of two inch rigid insula on
on the inside face behind a metal stud wall finished with a layer of painted gypsum board.
All the flat roof areas will be a single-ply membrane roofing over protec on board and tapered rigid
roof insula on.
The theater house and theater stage roof will have, however, a three inch concrete topping over the
metal deck for sound mi ga on.
Architecturally, at the stairs towers and the board-formed concrete walls have a half-inch by eight
inch laminated glass inserted into the wall penetra ng the wall from the exterior to the interior and
extending one-half inch beyond the face plane of the wall. This will allow daylight to sparkle into the

The interior architecture directs one toward the theater balcony, concessions and cke ng outlets.
The flooring is a large plank floa ng wood floor (or wood pa erned le), painted gypsum board
walls. Large graphics adorn the front oﬃce while linear metal railing, metal stairs with a perforated
metal riser and singular le tread comprise the stair to the balcony. Linear, acous cal metal ceiling
panels with pin lights, globe lights of varying heights, circular feature lights and a track light for illumina on of the art work comprise the ceiling of the gallery.
The theater will have a carpet le and sealed/colored concrete on the floor. Pleated sound panels,
adjustable acous cal curtains and a pleated ceiling for acous cal quality comprise the envelope of
the room. The proscenium stage will have sacrificial stage flooring.
The mul purpose rooms will have a six-millimeter thick monolithic floor covering, painted gypsum
board walls and an acous cal lay-in le system.
The main toilet rooms will have floor-to-ceiling linear ceramic le (the glass feature will penetrate
through), a ceramic le floor and a painted gypsum board ceiling. Specialty pin lights in a regular
pa ern will be used throughout.
The balance of the rooms will have standard finishes conducive to use with a sealed concrete floor
throughout. The hallways will be finished in carpet le.
The landscape also reflects the linear movement of water in the stepping and grada on of elevaon and plan ng material. Special features include two circular construc ons reminiscent of the
footprint of the two West Jordan Sugar Factory silos. These will be highlighted with a sta c “water”
feature using ver cal elements to give the eﬀect of a frozen-in- me fountain.

Structural NarraƟve
The design of the facility shall comply with all requirements of the 2015 Interna onal Building Code
(IBC) and Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures (ASCE 7-10). The Cultural Arts
Center shall be designed as a Risk Category III building. The Risk Category III designa on is required
per the IBC-2015 for buildings with a primary occupancy of public assembly and an occupant load
greater than 300.
FoundaƟon Design
The founda on design shall be based upon the project geotechnical study dated August 11, 2017 by
CMT Engineering Laboratories.
The current report is limited to column loads of 80,000 lbs, and wall loads of 6,000 pounds per lineal
foot. Actual loads are yet to be determined, however, it is likely that the wall loads will be exceeded
at the house and stage walls. Once actual loads can be determined, RE+A will submit the loads on
any foo ng elements that exceed the load limits above. CMT will then need to submit an addendum to the report with the updated load criteria. Any changes to the report as a result of the review will be incorporated into the founda on design.
The report provides two op ons for soil bearing pressure – 1,500psf on Natural Soils or 2,000psf on
18 inches of compacted structural fill extending to natural soils. RE+A recommends placing the footings on 18 inches of structural fill as the savings in concrete for the foo ngs will outweigh the cost of
the fill – par cularly considering the building will be on a raised pad. The foo ng design criteria is as
follows:
Allowable Bearing Pressure:
Projected Ul mate Se lement:
Increase for Short Term Loading:
Coeﬃcient of Sliding Fric on:
Passive Resistance:
Lateral Pressure on Subgrade Structure:
Ac ve Walls
Rigid (non-yielding) Walls
Seismic Loads
Ac ve

2,000 psf
< 1”
33%
0.45 on Structural Fill
400pcf for Structural Fill
300pcf for Natural clay
45pcf
65pcf
55pcf

Design Loads
The structures will be designed to support actual dead loads plus all live loads and combina ons according to the 2012 Interna onal Building Code (IBC). These loads are as follows:

Roof Live Loads
Minimum Roof Live Load 20 psf
Roof Snow Load 33 psf + Dri
Ground Snow Load, Pg 43 psf
Snow Exposure Factor, Ce
1.0
Importance Factor, Is
1.1
Thermal Factor, Ct 1.0 at insulated roofs above heated areas
1.2 at all others (Canopies)
Suspended Floor Live Loading
Balconies with moveable seats: 100psf
Stairs: 100psf
Slabs on grade:
Stage: 150psf (To be verified by Theatrical Consultant)
All other areas: 100psf
Catwalk Loads: 40psf Live Load + Handrail Loads + Light Fixture Loads + Fall Protec on loads
(Light fixture and fall protec on loads to be verified by Theatrical Consultant)
Stage Rigging Loads: To be provided by Theatrical Consultant
Seismic Loads
Seismic Coeﬃcients
SS = 1.30 g
SDS = 0.87 g
S1 = 0.43 g
SD1 = 0.45 g
Soil Classifica on: Site Class D (Assumed, to be verified with geotechnical report)
Soil Coeﬃcients
Fa = 1.0
Fv = 1.575
Importance Factor, Ie: 1.25
Seismic Design Category: D
Wind Loads
The Cultural Arts Center structure will be designed in accordance with the provisions of
IBC 2015 / ASCE 7-10 for a Risk Category III Structure. The basic wind speed shall be 120
miles per hour, with exposure C. The building site does not have a topographic feature
that would aﬀect the design wind pressure.
Materials
The following material proper es are to be used on the project:
Concrete (f’c)
Foo ngs and grade beams
3,000 psi
Interior slabs on grade 3,000 psi
Founda on walls, piers, exterior columns

4,500 psi

Interior Columns 4,000 psi
Beams and suspended slabs
4,000 psi
Normal weight concrete over metal deck
All other site cast concrete
4,500 psi

3,000 psi

Concrete Masonry Units (f’m) 2,000 psi
Reinforcing Steel ASTM A615 fy = 60,000 psi
Structural Steel
Wide Flange Shapes
Hollow Structural Sec ons
Other Shapes and Plates

ASTM A992, Fy = 50 ksi
ASTM A500 Gr B, Fy = 46 ksi
ASTM A36, Fy = 36 ksi

Gravity Framing Systems
Roof Framing
Above Stage and House: The suspended roof framing will consist of composite steel
wide flange beams and girders. Purlins will be spaced at approximately ten feet on
center. The wide flange beams will support 3 inch deep type “W” steel deck with 3
inches of normal-weight concrete (6 inch total thickness). The composite deck will be
reinforced with #4 bars at 18 inches on center each way with addi onal reinforcing as
required for lateral loads and roof openings. Deck above the house will be 18gage,
deck above the stage will be 20gage.
All other areas:
The roof framing system will consist of steel framing with wide flange steel beams
spaced at approximately ten feet on center with wide flange steel girders. The beams
will support 3 inch deep type “N” steel roof deck. The steel deck will be galvanized
(G90). Deck above the lobby area will be 18gage, all other areas will be 20gage (except
at some local areas of higher loading, such as at snow dri areas adjacent to tall wall
and parapets where 18 gage may be required.
See a ached Sketch SK-1 for conceptual roof framing plan.
Floor Framing
The only suspended floor framing is the balcony at the sides and back of the house.
The suspended floor framing will likely consist of composite steel wide flange beams
and girders. To support the balcony at the back of house, steel beam approximately
10’ o.c. will be used. These beams will be supported by steel posts and a steel girder
at the front of the sound booth. The beams will can lever out as required for the
remainder of the balcony. To support the side balconies, steel tube or rod hangers from
the roof framing will be used to support the outer edges of the balconies.

Vibra on criteria for floor design will consider occupant comfort u lizing the
recommenda ons of AISC Steel Design Guide 11 – Floor Vibra ons due to Human
Ac vity.
Floor and roof framing will be supported primarily by the masonry shear wall, see
Sec on 1.3 below, and steel columns.
Founda ons
Based on the current recommenda ons of the geotechnical report, that the building
columns and masonry shear walls will be supported on reinforced concrete spread
foo ngs. The size of these foo ngs is to be determined.
Any basement spaces will consist of concrete founda on walls suppor ng composite
floor framing. Columns that land on the basement founda on walls will be constructed
on concrete piers that extend from the ground floor level to the basement level.
Thickness of the walls and founda ons will be determined once the geotechnical report
is provided.
Lateral Force ResisƟng System
The primary lateral force resis ng system will be Special Reinforced Masonry Shear
Walls. The thickness of the walls will vary, but are an cipated to be 12” thick at the
House and Stage areas, and 8” thick walls at the remaining areas.
There may be some Special Reinforced Concrete Shear Walls at loca ons to be
determined by the Architectural requirements.
Founda ons suppor ng masonry shear walls will be similar to the building founda ons.

Electrical Systems NarraƟve
CODES AND STANDARDS
Codes and Standards which are applicable to the design of the electrical systems are listed below.
Comply with each of the latest adopted publica ons.
ASHRAE 90.1, Standard for Energy Conserva on in New Building Design
BICSI, Building Industry Consul ng Services Interna onal
EIA/TIA, Electronics Industries Associa on/Telecommunica ons Industry Associa on
IBC 2015, Interna onal Building Code
IECC 2015, Interna onal Energy Conserva on Code
IESNA, Illumina ng Engineering Society of North America, The Ligh ng Handbook, 10th
Edi on
NFPA, Na onal Fire Protec on Associa on (applicable sec ons including but not limited to):
NFPA 70, Na onal Electrical Code
NFPA 72, Na onal Fire Code
NFPA 101, Life Safety Code
Standard Broadcast Wiring and Installa on Prac ces”, as excerpted from “Recommended
Wiring Prac ces,” Sound System Engineering, (2nd Edi on), D. Davis
UL, Underwriter’s Laboratories
Utah State Fire Marshal Laws, Rules and Regula ons
SITE ELECTICAL UTILITIES
ELECTRICAL SERVICE
Electrical service to the building will be from Rocky Mountain Power (RMP). RMP will provide
the primary cabling and transformer. The contractor shall provide all primary conduit, transformer
pad and CT/Metering cabinet as per RMP requirements. The transformer will be located as close as
prac cally possible to the main electrical, while keeping it away from main public entrances or lines
of site.
At this me, a 120/208V service is proposed for the building, due to building size and the
amount of theatrical loads that will require 120V. This could change as some equipment may require 277/480V, and if the theatrical performance ligh ng fixtures will be LED instead of incandescent, in which case the ligh ng could be supplied by 277V. If the service is 120/208V, then a 2,000A
size is an cipated. If 277/480V, then it would be 1,200A rated. If Theatrical ligh ng is LED instead of
incandescent, then the service size would reduce to 1600A and 1000A respec vely.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
Telecommunica ons service will be a minimum of two 4” conduits from the street/property

line to the main telecommunica ons room. Contact s ll needs to be made with the service providers to coordinate exact loca on. The Owner would be responsible for ordering and paying for the
cabling into the building from the provider(s) of choice.
BUILDING ELECTRICAL SERVICE AND DISTRIBUTION
MAIN SERVICE AND DISTRIBUTION
The main electrical room is located in the back service area of the building, close to the proposed loca on of the u lity transformer. As men oned about, an cipated service voltage and size
is 120/208V, 2,000A (or 1,600A for LED theatrical ligh ng) or 277/480V 1,200A (or 1,000A for LED
theatrical ligh ng). Service size could vary depending on final loads.
In addi on to the u lity meter, digital sub-metering shall be provided as per the energy code
at the main service, and at panels feeding separate load categories, such as ligh ng, HVAC and plug
loads. Meters shall be connected to the BAS with communica on protocol (BACnet or Modbus)
compa ble with the BAS.
If the service will be 277/480V, dry-type step-down transformers and distribu on will required
to for the building loads requiring 120/208V, such as convenience outlets, small motors, etc. These
transformers shall meet the latest federal energy eﬃciency requirements and have an appropriate
K-ra ng based on the harmonic content of the loads served. Dedicated isola on transformers shall
be required for power quality to serve performance sound and video systems.
Distribu on and branch panelboards shall be provided in the main electrical room. Other
branch panelboards may be located in other areas of the building in order to minimize the length of
branch circuit runs. Panelboards shall be dedicated to the loads they service (ligh ng, outlets, HVAC,
etc.) All branch panelboards shall have hinged front covers, as opposed to screw-on or latching covers.
Motor control centers may be used for areas where 3 or more motors are grouped that required starters. All 3-phase motors shall be provided with phase-loss protec on. Provide disconnect switches within sight of all motors. Provide variable frequency drives (VFD’s) where required
for mechanical equipment in compliance with Owner requirements, and sized at least 10% over the
connected motor load. Minimum total harmonic current distor on when measured at the input
terminals of the VFD shall be not greater than 15%.
Switchboards, panelboards, transformers and other distribu on equipment shall be provided
with 25% spare capacity and spaces/spares for future growth and flexibility. Electrical equipment
rooms shall have 25% addi onal space for future equipment.
Branch circuits are to be loaded to no more than 80% of what is allowed by NFPA 70. Where
outlets are intended for a specific piece of equipment, the load of the outlet shall be based on the

equipment nameplate. Otherwise, no more than 6 convenience outlets per circuit or 4 outlets per
circuit serving worksta on computer terminals, on average, shall be used. Suﬃcient capacity for
plug-in task lights and other peripherals typical of desk items shall be provided. Outlets with dedicated branch circuits (one outlet per circuit) are provided for lab equipment, vending machines,
copy machines, break room counters, refrigerators, dishwashers, A/V cabinets and other loca ons
likely to have equipment requiring dedicated circuits. Each branch circuit homerun shall have no
more than 3 circuits per raceway. Dedicated neutrals for each phase conductor shall be provided.
All conductors shall be copper and installed in conduit. Conductors for branch circuits shall
be sized to prevent voltage drop exceeding 3% at the farthest load. The total voltage drop on both
feeders and branch circuits shall not exceed 5%.
All raceways shall be minimum ¾”C for power, and larger for voice/data and other low-voltage
systems. MC cable is not allowed. Conduit is not allowed to be embedded in elevated concrete
slabs. Cable tray system shall be installed such that raceways do not extend more than 50’ (approx.)
to cable tray. For voice/data and other low-voltage cabling, conduits shall be stubbed to the cable
tray and contain pull strings. Raceway shall be included for all security, audio/visual, and technology
systems whether furnished as part of the construc on contract or furnished by the Owner.
A fault current and coordina on study shall be performed to indicate available fault current at
all points in the distribu on system. New equipment shall be rated for the amount of available fault
current. Fuses or breakers shall be selected to ensure minimum system outage due to overloads
or fault currents. Set breakers with adjustable long me, short me, instantaneous and/or ground
fault se ngs for op mum system coordina on. Per the NEC, emergency systems shall be selec vely
coordinated.

the design team and end user. Where requirements cannot be iden fied, the following shall be
used as a general guideline. Where the term “outlet” is used, this refers to a 20A duplex receptacle
outlet (unless otherwise noted).
Conference Rooms and other Mee ng Spaces: Provide outlets for presenter’s sta on, audio/visual
equipment and on each wall. Where tables are permanent or pre-wired, then provide outlets for
each seat. Ensure that there is at least one outlet for each 10’ of wall space. Provide floor outlets or
underfloor duct where sta ons or equipment cannot be served directly from the wall without crossing aisle space and where no access floor is provided.
Oﬃces/Worksta ons: For each worksta on, provide one outlet dedicated to computer terminals
and one normal outlet, and one addi onal normal outlet for every 10’ of wall space.
Mul -Purpose Rooms: Outlets for audio/visual equipment, plus one outlet for every 10’ of wall
space.
Vending Rooms: One dedicated power outlet for each vending machine, plus one data outlet for
each group of 4 vending machines.
Breakrooms: Outlets on dedicated circuits every 4’ on counter top plus dedicated outlets for refrigerator, microwave, and disposal (switched at counter top), plus one outlet for every 10’ of other wall
space in room.
Counter tops (in general): One outlet every 4’; GFI where within 8’ of a sink.
Dressing Rooms: One outlet at each makeup sta on’; GFI where within 8’ of a sink; all outlets to be
switches per NEC.

All feeder and branch circuit raceways shall include an insulated equipment grounding conductor. Provide a grounding riser system throughout the telecommunica ons and AV closets, with
grounding bus bars mounted accessibly in each closet. In computer or server rooms with raised ac- Restrooms: One GFI outlet near sink.
cess flooring, provide a signal reference grounding grid in accordance with IEEE standard 1100-1999.
All grounding systems shall be bonded together per NEC requirements.
Telephone/Data Closets: At least 6 quad outlets on emergency power with circuit density to allow
for at least 50 VA per square foot.
Electrical Rooms: At least one outlet on emergency power.
Surge protec ve devices (SPD’s) and “noise” protec on shall be provided at service equipCorridors, Lobbies: Provide at least one outlet every 25’, on alterna ng sides of the corridor or lobment (each main) and on main 120/208V distribu on panelboards in the facility which serve comby.
puter terminals. SPD units shall be integral to the panelboard or switchboard. It is recommended
that addi onal surge strips be provided under the furnishings and equipment budget on an asneeded basis. The surge strip should be commercial-grade quality and have at least 26 kA per phase Stairs: One outlet at the landing of each level.
maximum surge ra ng.
Storage Rooms (small), Janitors Closets: One outlet on each wall.
A lightning protec on system is recommended for the building and shall be LPI-cer fied.
Building Exterior: One WP/GFI outlet near each entrance
Outlets shall be 20A, minimum. The program and space data sheets shall be used as a guidePerformance Spaces: For performance and related spaces, refer to the theatrical narra ve for reline, but user input will be required during the design. Outlet loca ons shall be coordinated with

quirements.

located near the performers, in the back of the room, and from the room A/V control system. Lighting control protocol shall be DMX.

EMERGENCY SERVICE AND DISTRIBUTION
An emergency diesel generator shall be provided for the building. Generator shall be outdoors in a screened area with weather-protec ve, sound-a enua ng housing and skid-mounted,
double-walled tank. Fuel supply shall be minimum 18 hours at full load. Two transfer switches are
required: one for emergency and one for non-emergency (“stand-by”) loads. The following shall be
provided with emergency power.
Emergency egress and exit ligh ng
Fire Alarm
Elevators
Smoke control
Communica ons and Server rooms – outlets, lights and air condi oning
Electrical rooms – lights and outlets
Security systems
Building automa on systems
LIGHTING
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (NON-PERFORMANCE LIGHTING)
The basis for design shall be the IES and its Recommended Prac ces. All “house” (non-performance) ligh ng shall be LED. For theatrical performance ligh ng, LED is recommended for energy
savings, but a decision has not yet been made as to whether this ligh ng will be LED or incandescent. This decision will impact electrical service size.
ASHRAE 90.1 requirements shall be met and exceeded to meet the overall project requirement to beat this energy code by at least 10%. Energy savings design techniques such as daylighting control, occupancy sensors, centralized and de-centralized control systems and energy eﬃcient
fixtures shall be used where prac cal to maximize energy eﬃciency.
EXTERIOR LIGHTING
Exterior ligh ng shall use LED ligh ng fixtures and poles for walkways, parking and roadways,
compa ble with the surroundings. All exterior ligh ng fixtures shall be full cut-oﬀ to avoid sky glow
and light trespass condi ons. Control exterior ligh ng u lizing combina on photocell and me
schedule control.
INTERIOR LIGHTING
In performing spaces, house ligh ng and stage ligh ng shall be dimmable linearly from 0% to
100%, and be controllable separately from any other zone. Ligh ng shall be controlled by dimmers

For oﬃces and mee ng rooms, pendant indirect ligh ng or recessed direct/indirect fixtures
should be strongly considered, and must be carefully coordinated in rooms with projectors so that
the fixtures do not interfere with the projected image. Select luminaires for areas where VDTs and
monitors are planned which are designed to minimize veiling reflec ons, and provide mul level
ligh ng control and task ligh ng to reduce the illuminance on the VDT. In addi on, in rooms with
audio visual, design ligh ng with variable or switched levels as indicated with a separate controlled
zone to reduce glare and illuminance on the audio visual display. In rooms with projectors or monitors, provide a separate bank of ligh ng control switches or sta on near the instructor posi on for
ease of controlling ligh ng during presenta ons.
For spaces where glare control is not required, lay-in fixtures may be used. This includes corridors, workrooms, restrooms, common areas, equipment rooms and storage rooms. Recessed LED
downlights shall be used in areas where aesthe cs call for an upgraded appearance, such as in main
lobbies. Decora ve fixtures shall be selected in coordina on with the Architect to match the overall
visual theme of the space.
All interior ligh ng shall be controlled by some automa c means. This shall include occupancy/vacancy sensors for smaller enclosed areas and relay control with clock and/or mer supervision
for larger areas. Uniformity must be maintained when in reduced ligh ng modes. The corridors and
common areas shall be controlled through the building management system with local wall switch
override. Wherever natural daylight is provided, incorporate dayligh ng controls to promote energy
savings by using ar ficial ligh ng only as needed. This can be accomplished with automa c dimming, stepped switching or simple on/oﬀ control depending on the func onal needs of the space.
All ligh ng shall be “instant on” to facilitate quick response to demand and power interrup ons.
Exit and emergency ligh ng shall comply with the IBC. Emergency ligh ng for means of
egress to 1 fc average, 0.3 fc minimum, shall be provided. Emergency ligh ng shall be included in
restrooms, electrical rooms, and communica on rooms.
Ligh ng levels and methods of control for individual spaces are indicated in the program
space data sheets.
Performance ligh ng is described in the Theatrical narra ve.
FIRE AND LIFE SAFETY
FIRE ALARM
Comply with all interna onal and local codes and Owner requirements. Coordinate with
Owner during design to ensure that the system is acceptable to the Owner. Design an addressable

system capable of repor ng back to a central oﬃce. Design strobes visible from all loca ons except
private oﬃces and coordinate with furniture plans. Based on preliminary code evalua on, a voice
evacua on system is required. Verify this requirement during the design. Design speakers to comply with NFPA including for higher ambient noise requirements. Where smoke control systems are
required, coordinate the integra on of the fire alarm with the smoke control systems. For performance spaces, interconnect the performance sound and ligh ng systems with the fire alarm system
so that the performance sound will be interrupted and the ligh ng energized. Provide duct detectors and fan shutdown where required by NFPA and the IMC, including detec on of smoke at all return air sha s serving mul ple floors. Coordinate loca on of the building annunciator with the fire
marshal. All other detectors and func ons shall comply with the referenced codes and standards.
All fire alarm wiring shall be in conduit.
DISTRIBUTED ANTENNA SYSTEM
It is not yet determined if a distributed antenna system for the building will be required.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS RACEWAYS AND CABLING
GENERAL
Comply with Owner requirements and coordinate all design and installa on with the Owner’s
Informa on Technology Staﬀ.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPACES AND RACEWAYS
A central telecommunica ons closet is required to serve the building. Equipment layout and
wall space shall be coordinated with the Owner. Closets shall be located such that when cabling is
routed through the raceway system provided, no cable length shall exceed 290’ regardless of the
path. Addi onal IDF closets may be required depending on floor size and closet loca on. Give
considera on to the ease and accessibility of running new and future raceways and cables out of
each room. Four 4” conduits from the MDF to the stacked IDF loca ons shall be provided and four
4” sleeves between floors. MDF minimum size shall be 10’ x 25’ and IDF minimum 10’ x 12’. Both
normal and emergency circuits are provided to each IDF, 3 each, with one fourplex per circuit. The
air condi oning for these rooms shall be dedicated to the rooms and on the generator.
A cable tray distribu on network is to be provided throughout each floor and into the MDF/
IDF closets. Cable tray shall be routed above corridors, common and similar areas. In all ceiling
areas where accessible, provide ladder-type or basket tray. Where ceilings are inaccessible, provide
an equivalent conduit system bridging cable trays in accessible ceilings. It shall be the designer’s
responsibility to size the cable tray and raceway system for the intended cabling installa on. Specify
that cable runs take routes that shall limit the total cable distance, between termina on end points,
to 290’ or less.
Each voice/data outlet loca on shall consist of a 4-11/16” square box with two gang mud ring

and one 1.25” conduit stubbed to the nearest cable tray. Refer to program space plans for quan es and coordinate exact loca ons with the users during design. As a minimum, provide one voice/
data drop for each worksta on, fax machine, copy machine, vending machine, desk, computer
terminal and presenter sta on. Allow one voice/data box per 80 square feet for areas that are not
specifically defined. A wireless network shall be provided throughout all areas of the building. Coordinate wireless access point loca ons with the Owner’s IT group during the design.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CABLING
Voice-data cabling (structured cabling systems) shall include copper sta on cabling, copper
and fiber backbones, all termina ons, wall plates, patch panels, copper patch cables, fiber patch
cords, cross connects, racks and wire management. All copper cable shall be terminated in compliance with the EIA/TIA 568B and C standards. In addi on comply with Owner’s requirements. The
installer of the voice and data cabling system shall be manufacturer-cer fied and shall provide a
warranty for the complete installa on. Every strand of fiber and every conductor of copper shall
be tested in full compliance with the above iden fied EIA/TIA standards. All fiber shall be tested at
both 1310 and 1550 nM. All test results shall be documented on 8 ½” x 11” paper and electronically
in a Microso Excel format for every conductor of copper and fiber cable.

Horizontal cabling shall be provided from each voice-data outlet to the nearest IDF on the
same building level. With the excep on of cable for wireless access point data outlets, all horizontal
cable specified for data jacks shall be 10 G, augmented category 6A UTP plenum rated cable with a
white jacket. All horizontal cable specified for wireless access point data outlets shall be 10 G, augmented category 6A UTP plenum rated cable with a white jacket. All horizontal cable specified for
voice jacks shall be category 5e UTP plenum rated cable with a blue jacket. All horizontal voice cable
shall be terminated in 110 punch down blocks at the equipment room (IDF) end, and on workstaon outlets at the sta on end. A typical drop will consist of (2) CAT 6A cables and one CAT 5E cable,
however, more or less will be required based on specific loca on and applica on. All room shall
have voice/data drops, except storage rooms. In oﬃces, split the pairs from the single voice cable to
each specified RJ-14 jack. All horizontal data cable shall be terminated in patch panels loaded with
augmented category 6, RJ-45 connectors in the equipment room (IDF) end, and on worksta on outlets at the sta on end. The patch panel at the equipment end shall be located in an enclosed, 3-secon, minimum 24”, steel, 19” equipment rack with locking, smoked plexi-glass front doors.
Owner desires that the building, and all immediately adjacent outdoor areas, be provided
with reliable wireless local area network coverage. Provide data outlets at owner designated locaons for wireless access points to cover all interior areas as well as to spill-out into all immediately
adjacent outdoor areas. Design wireless access point data outlets with two augmented category 6,
RJ45 data jacks mounted on a double gang wall plate. Two augmented category 6 cables shall be
provided for termina on to the two RJ-45 jacks for data. Locate all data outlets for wireless access
points above the ceiling. At a minimum, without implying limita on, design 6 wireless access point
outlets per floor.

SECURITY SYSTEMS
CARD ACCESS, CCTV AND INTRUSION DETECTION
Security requirements for the project have not yet been determined.
AUDIO AND VIDEO SYSTEMS
GENERAL
The audio-visual (AV) systems are s ll yet to be defined by the Owner. Below are an cipated systems and components that may be considered:
Le /Center/Right speaker system in the auditorium for maximum func onality, as well as effects speaker loca ons throughout the stage and audience areas. The speaker types/configura on
will depend on the architectural design of the auditorium. The speakers will provide highly intelligible vocal reinforcement and full range program audio reproduc on.
•
Digital mixing console with 48 channels and expansion capabili es to 96 channels.
•
Basic supplementary automa c mixing system for non-technical staﬀ.
•
32 channels of wireless microphones, mostly performance style, as well as several handheld
wireless microphones. In addi on, several wired microphones, including handheld, boundary, and
hanging microphones will be included.
•
Assisted listening and stage intercoms.
•
Performance intercom system with minimum two channels and a combina on of wired and
wireless connec ons. Intercom sta ons will be installed at the sound and ligh ng controls, stage
manager’s panel, spotlights, mul -purpose room, dressing rooms, etc.
•
An automa c system that will provide basic auditorium sound func onality so that the room
may be used without a sound technician.
•
A camera that will provide a view of the stage to various pre-func on and back-stage loca ons
as well as cameras located in the back-stage areas for those in the tech booth.
•
A permanently mounted projector in the auditorium with audio connected to the house system with video inputs at the tech booth and on stage.
•
A local sound system in the mul -purpose room with audio and video overflow capabili es
from the auditorium.
•
Digital signage in the pre-func on spaces.

Mechanical Systems NarraƟve
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Source Room

ACOUSTICALNARRATIVE

Receiving Room

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS
Architectural acoustics relates to both acoustic separation between spaces and interior acoustics within
spaces. Acoustic separation is related to the partition between spaces: including both floor/ceiling
assemblies separating vertical adjacencies and wall types separating horizontal adjacencies. Interior
acoustics are related the acoustic environment within a space and are affected by various absorptive,
diffusive and reflective surfaces within the room. The following paragraphs will describe our
recommendations for acoustic separation and interior acoustics for the various spaces in the Cultural Arts
Facility

Corridor

Multi-Purpose

Dressing
ACOUSTIC SEPARATION
Acoustic separation is a function of the attenuation provided by the partition and the background sound
level in the receiving room. If the listener is in a quiet space, intruding sounds are more apparent, while a
room with a higher background sound level can mask intruding sources and make them less noticeable or
distracting. This higher background sound level is typically provided by the HVAC system or a sound
masking system. However, for the performance space and the Multi-Purpose Rooms, the background
sound level will be relatively quiet, given the use of these spaces.

Multi-Purpose
Restrooms
Corridor
Dressing

There are a few sound-sensitive adjacencies in this building that require specific acoustic construction
assemblies to provide sufficient separation. These adjacencies and assemblies are summarized below
Exterior to Performance Space - Roof
The Cultural Arts Facility is less than 100 feet from 7800 South, so traffic noise is very audible. For
sufficient sound attenuation of this noise, we recommend a roof assembly with a minimum Sound
Transmission Class (STC) of 50-55. This can be achieved with normal weight concrete on corrugated
metal deck with an average thickness of 4.5”.
Exterior to Performance Space - Walls
As stated above, traffic noise from 7800 South is very audible on this site. For sufficient sound attenuation
of this noise, we recommend an exterior wall assembly with a minimum STC of 65-70. This can be
achieved with 8” full grouted CMU walls with 2 layers of gypsum board furred out on one side, with a 1”
air gap between the CMU and the stud framing.
Wall Types
For the horizontal room adjacencies, Table 1 contains wall type recommendations. These wall types are
based on expected activities and their associated sound levels in the source and receiving rooms.

Source Room

Performance Space

Table 1: Wall Type Recommendations
Receiving Room
Wall Type Recommendation
Type 5: STC 65-70
x 8” fully-grouted CMU
x 1” air gap, no rigid mechanical
connections
Corridor
x 3-5/8” metal stud
x 3-1/2” batt insulation
x 2 layers 5/8” GWB
Exterior
Type 5: STC 65-70
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Mechanical Space

Corridor
Electrical

Wall Type Recommendation
Type 4: STC 63
x 2 layers 5/8” GWB
x 3-5/8” metal stud
x 3-1/2” batt insulation
x 1” air gap, no mechanical
connections
x 3-5/8” metal stud
x 3-1/2” batt insulation
x 2 layers 5/8” GWB
Type 3: STC 55
x 2 layers 5/8” GWB
x 3-5/8” 25 ga. metal stud
x 3-1/2” batt insulation
x 2 layers 5/8” GWB
Operable Partition
x Panels rated at STC 55, min.
Type 3
Type 1: STC 45
x 1 layer 5/8” GWB
x 3-5/8” 25 ga. metal stud
x 3-1/2” batt insulation
x 1 layer 5/8” GWB
Type 3
Type 1

Acoustical Doors
Another component of acoustic separation is the use of acoustical doors and door seals. Acoustical
doors consist of an acoustical door, frame assembly and seals, and achieve ratings of STC 45-55.
Budget $3,500 per acoustical door. Vestibules consist of two sets of doors at the entrance to a
performance space. The inner door, closest to the performance has full seals, but no latching hardware.
This door is separated from the outer door by a small room and the outer door has full seals with latching
hardware. Doors with full acoustical seals consist of adding seals to top, jamb and hinge sides of the
door frame and a seal and threshold at the bottom of the door. Partial seals do not include the bottom
seal. Table 2 lists the recommended doors for the various rooms in the Cultural Arts Facility.
Table 2: Acoustical Door and Door Seal Recommendations
Room
Door Recommendation
Theater House
Vestibules
Stage House
Vestibules and Acoustical
Door
Multi-Purpose
Vestibule
Mechanical
Acoustical Door
Dressing Rooms
Full Seals
Backstage Restrooms
Full Seals
AV
Full Seals
Backstage Mechanical Space
Full Seals
INTERIOR ACOUSTICS
Interior acoustics relates to the acoustic environment within space: whether it is acoustically “lively,” or
acoustically “dead.” This part of the acoustic environment is a function of the amount of acoustic
absorption in the room. For the theater and multi-purpose spaces, reflective and diffusive surfaces are
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also important. Reflective surfaces toward the front of the theater space provide early reflections to
listeners and diffusive surfaces break up large flat walls to mitigate flutter echoes and other harsh
reflections, as well as providing lateral reflections that surround listeners and performers and provide a
sense of envelopment.
Table 3 summarizes our interior acoustics recommendations for the Cultural Arts Facility, with more
details in the paragraphs that follow. The Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) is a one-number rating that
indicates how much sound is absorbed by a given material.

Room

Theater Space

Table 3: Interior Acoustics Recommendations
Ceiling
Walls
Ceiling reflectors,
x Add diffusion to side
including ‘eyebrow’
and back walls
reflector at proscenium x Absorption to be
provided by
upholstered seats
and variable
acoustic curtains
18’ high is
Absorptive: 575 sf
recommended
Diffusive: 360 sf

Floor
Carpeted aisles and
hard floor elsewhere

Seats: We recommend providing upholstered seats in the theater space.
Floor: The floor in the theater space should be hard, with carpeted aisles.
Multi-Purpose Rooms
Room Volume
This room needs to be designed to have sufficient volume for a music rehearsal space. Rooms with
correct volume allow the students to (1) hear themselves better as they are enveloped in sound from the
room, (2) hear other students better as the sound is reflected from the room to each other and (3) provide
more comfortable listening levels for the teacher and students, as loudness is dissipated in the
room. Rooms with inadequate volume do not provide these benefits and can make these spaces difficult
to use.
With the given footprint of about 1,200 sf, this Multi-Purpose (Band) room will accommodate about 34-40
band members. Since the Multi-Purpose (Rehearsal) room is about 600 sf, it will accommodate about 1720 instrumentalists or 24-30 choir members.

Floor can be hard

Aspect Ratio
Rooms with 2 or more dimensions that are the same length will reinforce specific frequencies that
resonate at that specific distance. Therefore, square or cube-shaped rooms should typically be avoided.

Multi-Purpose

Dressing Room
Lobby
Concessions
Ticket Office

Absorptive: 600 sf
Diffusive: 600 sf
Absorptive ceiling,
minimum NRC 0.7
Absorptive ceiling,
minimum NRC 0.7
Absorptive ceiling,
minimum NRC 0.6
Absorptive ceiling,
minimum NRC 0.6

Walls
Large parallel walls sustain acoustic energy and produce flutter echoes. Flutter echoes are heard as a
distinct ‘buzz’ when an impulsive sound such as a hand clap, staccato note or dropped object, excites the
room. Since this room has existing parallel walls, we recommend adding acoustical diffuser panels to at
least 2 adjacent walls to minimize the issues of acoustic build-up and flutter echoes.
Acoustic Treatments

Theater Space
Room Volume
This room has a volume of approximately 81,000 ft3, which is 270 ft3 per seat for 300 seats. This is at the
high end of the design range for multi-purpose auditoria, but in the middle of the range of design volumes
for concert halls. This volume will help provide the livelier environment desired by the city for choir and
instrumental performance.
Walls
Large parallel walls sustain acoustic energy and produce flutter echoes. Flutter echoes are heard as a
distinct ‘buzz’ when an impulsive sound such as a hand clap, staccato note or dropped object, excites the
room. Since this room has existing parallel walls, we recommend adding acoustic diffuser panels to both
side walls and the rear wall.

Ceiling: The ceiling should consist of a ceiling grid system with a combination of absorptive, diffusive, and
reflective elements to create a balanced acoustical environment. Install a 2’x2’ suspended ceiling grid at
18’ to 20’ AFF to accommodate absorptive panels, diffusive panels, and other ceiling-mounted elements.
The 2'x2' grid is necessary to accept the standard size of ceiling diffusion panels and provide the desired
distribution of absorptive versus diffusive panels. The diffusive panels and acoustical tile should each
cover approximately 600 sf of the ceiling grid and should be evenly distributed throughout the ceiling.
Budget $25 per square foot for diffusive panels. The remaining area of the ceiling may be used for
lighting, speakers, or other ceiling-mounted elements which are reflective in nature.
Walls: The walls of the Multi-Purpose rooms should have a combination of acoustically absorptive panels
and diffusive panels on the walls. The absorptive panels should be 15-20% of the total wall area, and the
diffusive panels should be 10-15% of the total wall area. For the absorptive panels we recommend
fabric-wrapped fiberglass panels that are at least 2”-thick, and for the diffusive panels, we recommend
pyramidal or cylindrical diffuser wall panels.
Floor: The floor in the Multi-Purpose rooms can be hard.

Acoustic Treatments
Ceiling: The ceiling will consist of several acoustically reflective and diffusive clouds, including an
‘eyebrow’ reflector and the proscenium. The location and size of the clouds will be refined as the design
progresses. It is also likely, given the use of the space for reinforced music (musical theater, dance
companies) that fixed acoustic absorption will be applied to a portion of the structural deck.
Walls: The side and rear walls of the performance space should be diffusive, especially at listener ear
height wherever possible. The side and rear walls will also include variable acoustic curtains. Budget for
approximately 900 sf of curtains total on the side walls and 250 sf on the rear wall.
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MECHANICAL NOISE AND VIBRATION CONTROL
CRITERIA
The acoustical design goal for HVAC systems is the achievement of a level of background noise that is
unobtrusive in quality (frequency content) and low enough in level (amplitude) that it does not distract
from the function of the space being served. To be unobtrusive the background noise should exhibit the
following characteristics:
x A balanced distribution of sound energy over a broad frequency range to create a sound that is
neutral in character.
x No audible tonal characteristics such as a whine, hum, or rumble.
x No noticeable time-varying levels from system-induced aerodynamic instability or air turbulence.
To achieve this unobtrusive quality and level of sound from the HVAC system, loudness curves based on
sound level measurements and acceptable levels for various spaces have been developed. The NC
values listed in Table 4 are the recommended levels to achieve background sound levels that will not
interfere with these specific spaces.
Table 4: Noise Criteria for Various Spaces
Room
Noise Criteria
Theater House
NC 20-25
Stage House
NC 20-25
Multi-Purpose
NC 25-30
Dressing
NC 35-40
Lobby
NC 35-40
Concessions
NC 35-40
Mechanical
--

Table 5: Duct Velocity Recommendations
NC-20
Location
Supply Return
Duct just prior to diffusers or grilles
300
350
Duct trunk, prior to final diffuser or grille duct
500
600
Next order supply or return duct
1000
1000
All other ductwork
1500
1500

NC-25
Supply Return
350
425
600
650
1200
1200
1500
1500

VAV BOXES
To achieve the low sound levels necessary for these sound-sensitive spaces, we recommend the
following for the VAV boxes on this project:
x Locate VAV boxes outside of rooms with criteria of NC 25 or less.
x Provide at least 5’ of lined ductwork downstream of VAV boxes.
x Provide at least 3’ lined flex ductwork to diffusers downstream of VAV boxes.
SUPPLY DIFFUSERS AND RETURN GRILLES
Size supply diffusers and return grilles to 5 points less than the recommended criteria for the room they
serve. The exception to this recommendation is NC 20 or 25 spaces, where the diffusers and grilles
should be designed to equal these criteria.
LINED DUCTWORK
Line all ductwork serving the Theater House, Stage House, Multi-Purpose Room and Dressing Rooms.

AIR HANDLING UNIT
For this project, the air handlers will be near sound-sensitive spaces, so it needs to be very quiet. This
will most likely be achieved with an air handling unit with a plug fan in a plenum, not ducted directly out of
the unit. The quietest type of fan for this application is a centrifugal fan with airfoil blades. Plug fans
generate lower noise levels at low frequencies, plus have a plenum effect to reduce noise levels on the
discharge side of the fan, and are the least susceptible to creation of excess noise from turbulent
discharge conditions. In addition to reducing discharge noise from the fan, the plenum also allows for
take-offs close to the unit with less turbulence than other fan arrangements. The second quietest option
is a centrifugal fan with backward-inclined blades. A forward-curved centrifugal fan is not recommended,
as the velocity profile off the discharge of this fan generates significant turbulence and associated noise,
especially when take-offs are close to the unit.

VIBRATION ISOLATION
All air handing units should have the fans internally isolated on springs and the units should be placed on
neoprene pads. This recommendation will be refined as the design progresses.

END OF ACOUSTICAL NARRATIVE

ALLOCATING SPACE FOR DUCT SILENCERS
Duct silencers are pre-fabricated pieces of ductwork with additional baffles inside to provide additional
sound attenuation. These silencers typically come in lengths ranging from 3 feet to 10 feet. Considering
the number of sound-sensitive spaces in this building, space should be allocated for duct silencers on
each air handling unit. Space should be allowed for 5-foot long silencers on both the supply and return
sides of each air handling unit. This recommendation will be adjusted throughout the design process as
more information about the air handling unit becomes available.
DUCT VELOCITIES
Use the lowest possible air velocities consistent with air change requirements. Table 5 indicates velocity
guidelines that apply for supply and return ductwork based on the noise criteria of the room served by the
duct.
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